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I. 

 

The goal of my doctoral dissertation is to present and analyse how Hungarian diplomats saw 

the Macedonian issue in Bulgaria between 1919 and 1934. The focus is placed on the 

Macedonian issue that presented a permanent challenge in several countries in the discussed 

period; in addition, I am also examining how conditions of power evolved in these years in 

Southeast Europe and how diplomatic relationships between Bulgaria and Hungary changed. 

 

After World War I both countries found themselves on the losers’ side so Budapest and 

Sophia basically had revisionist goals after 1920 and 1923, respectively. The majority of 

Macedonia then belonged to Greece and Yugoslavia and a significant number of Macedonians 

lived in both countries, especially in Yugoslavia, whom Sophia considered Bulgarians. 

Although Bulgaria represented its revisionist aspirations less overtly than Hungary, both 

defeated countries tried to step up in order to protect the rights of its minorities living outside 

their borders. Due to the fact that – despite the many essential differences – they had similar 

goals, Budapest and Sophia had negotiations in most of the fifteen years discussed and they 

could be regarded as partners with distinctly good relations, even though they were not close 

allies. 

 

Therefore, it seems especially important how the Hungarian diplomats serving in Sophia 

judged the Macedonian issue, which was responsible for slightly deteriorating the Greek-

Bulgarian relations and markedly undermined those between Yugoslavia and Bulgaria. It also 

seems particularly significant how a Hungarian diplomat in Sophia regarded Yugoslavia, then 

having rather cool relations with Hungary, and the Bulgarian-Yugoslavian relationship. 

Accordingly, I am presenting what the Hungarian diplomats delegated to Belgrade and Athens 

thought about the Macedonian issue. I am also examining what talks the Hungarian 

representatives had with members of the Bulgarian government and the monarch of Bulgaria 

related to this issue.    

 

Another important circumstance is the politics the great powers of Europe, especially Italy, 

France and Great-Britain practised on the Balkans so I am recalling the activities of Italian, 

French and British diplomats stationed in Sophia. Occasionally, I am also presenting what 



Hungarian diplomats reported to Budapest from the European capitals, especially Rome, in 

connection with Bulgaria’s foreign policy and the Macedonian issue.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



II. 

 

During my work I restricted the primary resource base of the dissertation to the reports written 

by the Hungarian diplomats so I concluded my research activities in the Hungarian National 

Archives. Regarding my topic, I found a serious amount of embassy reports in the materials of 

the Foreign Office; I used documents from the general documents of the Political Department, 

as well as the reserved papers of the same organisation. In order to write my dissertation, I 

also needed to process the Hungarian embassy reports that discussed, among other things, the 

Macedonian affairs, the general internal policy of Bulgaria, the Bulgarian-Yugoslavian and 

the Bulgarian-Greek relations and the minority issues concerning Sophia. 

The specialised literature in Hungarian, Bulgarian and English languages provided significant 

assistance to presenting the international environment surrounding the Macedonian issue and 

my analysing work. In addition to some thorough Hungarian publications, such editions also 

proved to be unavoidable as the ones published by the “Makedonsky nauchen institut” 

operating in Sophia. As an example, it is worth mentioning Polish Professor Antony Giza’s 

Balkanskite darzhavi i makedonskiyat vapros (Makedonsky nauchen institut, Sophia, 2001). 

Of the Bulgarian publications, substantial help was provided by Volumes I and II of 

Makedoniya – istoriya i politicheska sadba (Izd. „Znanie”, Sophia, 1994, 1998) as well. As 

for the works of authors originating from the Republic of Macedonia, the Historical 

Dictionary of the Republic of Macedonia (The Scarecrow Press, Inc. Lanham, Md., & 

London, 1998) by Valentina Georgieva and Sasha Konechni significantly made my 

orientation easier. Hungarian-Bulgarian relationships are examined in great detail in Kostadin 

Gardev’s Balgariya i Ungariya 1923 – 1941 (Izd. „Nauka i izkustvo“, Sophia, 1988). In 

addition to the publications of other Western authors, it was useful to read Nadine Lange-

Akhund’s The Macedonian Question, 1893–1908 (East European Monographs, Boulder, New 

York, 1998), particularly regarding the antecedents of my topic. Studying several Hungarian 

and Bulgarian periodicals also proved to be very important.  

   

 

 
 
 
 
 



III. 
 
The most important result of my dissertation is that I managed to present what image and 

opinion the Hungarian diplomats commenting on the issue formed about the Macedonian 

issue and its Bulgarian implications between 1919 and 1934. This may prove to be a gap-

filling work as noone has previously examined the above-mentioned archival documents from 

this aspect. On the other hand, the presentation of the international environment in my paper 

provides the opportunity of analysis. To sum it up, I hope my dissertation may contribute to 

the examination of the Macedonian issue, generally viewed as a complicated matter.      

 
As an important novelty, I can mention that some of the documents I processed also contain 

information on how leaders of the Macedonian revolutionary organisation, the VMRO, 

cooperated with the Hungarian diplomats in Sophia. This way it becomes clear that prominent 

representatives of the VMRO could make use of the couriers of Hungarians in order to send 

their confidential mails.  

Another novelty may be the presentation of what kind of material and, in particular, financial 

means the Bulgarian representative of the Hungarian government used to help the 

Macedonian revolutionary organisation. Several reports mention that a certain amount was 

granted by officials of the Hungarian Embassy in Sophia to fund the treatment of the wounded 

Macedonian rebels. Naturally, VMRO could use the Hungarian government’s annual – non-

official – support as they wished. (One report of the Hungarian ambassador in Rome confirms 

the otherwise known fact that Italy also provided background support to the Macedonian 

revolutionary organisation. In September 1926 the Hungarian ambassador in Rome notified 

Budapest that the Italian government provided financial support to the Macedonian chetas but 

he could not define the amount. These notes also seem valid knowing that by this time 

Mussolini’s goal was to annex Yugoslavia.)  

All these research results cast a somewhat different light on the Balkans policy of Hungary of 

the time.  

Based on several quoted reports, we can obtain a – probably less known – image of how 

VMRO operated a “state within the state” in Southwest Bulgaria. These documents show that 

the settlements in Pirin Macedonia are cleaner and more orderly than in other parts of 

Bulgaria, according to the Hungarian diplomats. These are significant and so far less 

frequently quoted remarks that seem to lack bias as Budapest had good relations with all 



Bulgarian governments between 1923 and 1934 so the Hungarian diplomats had no interest in 

providing a better image of the areas supervised by the VMRO than the rest of the country. 

 

In several cases the Hungarian embassy reports I examined helped me obtain a clearer picture 

of the issues that are still disputed today. For example the specialised literature I examined 

often provided differing opinions about the so-called Vienna Manifesto of May 1924. The 

related reports of the Hungarian ambassador in Sophia can be practically regarded as 

analyses, which help form an unbiased image of this disputed document. 

Certain reports seem to provide a more differentiated picture of the Great Bulgarian attitude 

of the VMRO. (The complete independence of Macedonia, its status as part of Bulgaria and 

some kind of autonomy alternately occurred as their goal, not only in the various fractions of 

VMRO but also in the manifestations of certain leading personalities). 

Several reports may qualify as novelties showing how well-informed the Hungarian diplomats 

were in the Macedonian issue, such as the several documents that prove the diplomatic 

expertise and analyst skills of the Hungarian representatives, imposing even by Southeast 

European standards. 

 

 


